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International Society for the Study 
and Conservation of Amphibians (ISSCA) 

The International Society for the Study and Conservation of Amphibians (International 
Society of Batrachology) was founded in Paris on 11 november 1988 by 18 batrachologists 

from 6 European countries. 

Its aims are to contribute worldwide to the study and knowledge of Amphibians, to 
their conservation and the conservation of their environment, to the establishment, 

reinforcement and facilitation of communication between batrachologists, and to the 

promotion of batrachology as a distinct scientific discipline. 

The ISSCA is now the publisher of Alyts (International Journal of Batrachology, which 

now accepts papers in English, French and Spanish) and Circalytes (information bulletin of 

the ISSCA and of its member societies). The ISSCA will organize international symposia and 

be active at international level in the fields of research, conservation and information relating 

to Amphibians. 

The ISSCA is opened both to individual members from all countries in the world, and 

to local sections (from various contries or regions) and thematical or working groups 

(specialized on given subjects, such as study of particular groups of Amphibians, etc.). The 

first three sections and groups to have joined the ISSCA are the Working Group on Oriental 

Amphibians, the Société Batrachologique de France and the Société Lémanique de 
Batrachologie. 

Any individuals or groups wishing to join the ISSCA are welcome, and should contact 

our General Secretary: Alain Dubois, Laboratoire des Reptiles et Amphibiens, Muséum 

national d'Histoire naturelle, 25 rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris, France. 

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR 1989 

— Individual subscription to ISSCA + Alytes (vol. 8) + Circalytes: 230.00 FF. 

— Individual subscription to Alytes (vol. 8) alone: 150.00 FF. 

— Institutional subscription to Alytes (vol. 8): 300.00 FF. 

- Members of groups or sections of the ISSCA (Working Group on Oriental 

Amphibians, S.B.F., S.L.B.): please contact your group or section for information. 
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MODES OF PAYMENT 

— In French Francs, by cheques payable to “ISSCA”, sent to our Treasurer: Dominique 

Payen, Laboratoire des Reptiles et Amphibiens, Muséum national d'Histoire naturelle, 25 
rue Cuvier, 75005 Paris, France. 

— In French Francs, by direct Giro transfer to our Giro account: “ISSCA”, Nr. 1 398 91 
L, Paris. 

— In French Francs, by direct bank transfer to our bank account: “ISSCA”, Nr. 10207- 
00014-04014048104-97, BICS Paris-Monge. 

- In US Dollars: please write to our General Secretary (address above) for further 
information. 
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